explore japan
with ease
The Far East is closer than you think
There’s a feeling you get when you first arrive in a faraway land. That thrill of
anticipation. Which sights will move you? What experiences will change you?
But first you must overcome another set of questions, ones about difficulties
and differences. To travel to Japan with Princess is to set these cares aside.
To know everything is handled, from flights and transfers to shore excursions.
And to rest assured that you’ll never be far from the comforts of home.
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Can I visit without knowing the language(s)?
Absolutely. English is spoken on board and on shore
excursions— even by many locals. Signage and information
you’ll find in cities are often in English too.

Is it safe?
For 50 years, Princess has safely taken guests to some of the
most exotic places on the planet. Our commitment to guest
and crew safety comes first. Always has, always will.

What about dealing with local currency?
No worries – onboard charges are priced in U.S. dollars, and
a currency exchange is available on your ship.

How can I maximize my time in Japan?

How can I get there?
We make booking your flights easy with Princess EZair.®
You not only enjoy low prices but also Late Arrival Protection,
which ensures you’ll get to your cruise even if flights are
delayed or canceled. Visit princess.com/ezair for details.
How difficult is planning a cruise like this?
It’s far easier than you think. Just book your cruise, and
handle all the pre-cruise details in the Cruise Personalizer
on princess.com.

Our cruises highlight the best of each region. More Ashore
port calls offer a Late Night departure (9 p.m. or later) or an
overnight, giving you more time to dive into local life.
What if I don’t like the local cuisine?
When dining on board, you get the best of both worlds—
delicious regional dishes and familiar favorites you love.
Of course, sampling the world-famous cuisine at a local
restaurant ashore is a cruise highlight as well.
What about U.S. voltage outlets and hair dryers?
Your ship comes equipped with U.S. voltage outlets that work
for chargers, hair dryers and other devices.
With questions answered, you can acticipate the beauty of
a Japan cruise: unpacking once and exploring a variety of
ports — and countries — on one adventure. So dream big, and
let your imagination, and Princess, carry you to one of the
world’s most enchanting destinations.
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